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Country: Croatia
Instrument: Familiy law - maintenance obligations
Competence type: Competent authorities for enforcement
More than one court/authority has been found which is competent for this legal instrument based on the information you provided. Below is the list:
Općinski građanski sud u Zagrebu
Ulica grada Vukovara 84
City / Municipality : Zagreb
Postal code : 10000
+385 1 612 66 01
+385 1 612 66 02
OGSZG-Ured-predsjednika@oszg.pravosudje.hr
http://sudovi.pravosudje.hr/ogszg/
Općinski sud u Bjelovaru
Josipa Jelačića 3
City / Municipality : Bjelovar
Postal code : 43000
+385 43 274-126
+385 43 274-151
ured.predsjednika@osbj.pravosudje.hr
http://sudovi.pravosudje.hr/osbj/

Comments :
Municipal courts decide in criminal and civil proceedings (within the limits of their subject-matter jurisdiction as determined by law), handle cases co

enforcement, succession, maintenance, existence or non-existence of marriage, termination of marriage and divorce, and proving or challenging pa
maternity, conduct easement proceedings, decide in trespassing disputes, deal with land registry cases and maintain land registers, decide in dispu

concerning rent, leasing and residential issues, on corrections to published information and compensation for the damage caused by such informat
protection from illegal actions, in labour disputes, on the recognition and enforcement of rulings of foreign courts, carry out tasks related to internati

assistance in proceedings under their jurisdiction, engage in international judicial cooperation with the EU Member States in matters under their jur
and offer legal assistance.
Općinski sud u Crikvenici
Kralja Tomislava 85a
City / Municipality : Crikvenica
Postal code : 51260

+385 51 554-178
+385 51 554-018
Opcinskisud.Crikvenica@oscr.pravosudje.hr
http://sudovi.pravosudje.hr/oscr/
Comments :
Municipal courts decide in criminal and civil proceedings (within the limits of their subject-matter jurisdiction as determined by law), handle cases co
enforcement, succession, maintenance, existence or non-existence of marriage, termination of marriage and divorce, and proving or challenging pa
maternity, conduct easement proceedings, decide in trespassing disputes, deal with land registry cases and maintain land registers, decide in dispu
concerning rent, leasing and residential issues, on corrections to published information and compensation for the damage caused by such informat
protection from illegal actions, in labour disputes, on the recognition and enforcement of rulings of foreign courts, carry out tasks related to internati
assistance in proceedings under their jurisdiction, engage in international judicial cooperation with the EU Member States in matters under their jur
and offer legal assistance.
Općinski sud u Dubrovniku
Dr. Ante Starčevića 23
City / Municipality : Dubrovnik
Postal code : 20000
+385 20 448-106
+385 20 357-667
ured.predsjednika@osdu.pravosudje.hr
http://sudovi.pravosudje.hr/osdu/
Comments :
Municipal courts decide in criminal and civil proceedings (within the limits of their subject-matter jurisdiction as determined by law), handle cases co
enforcement, succession, maintenance, existence or non-existence of marriage, termination of marriage and divorce, and proving or challenging pa
maternity, conduct easement proceedings, decide in trespassing disputes, deal with land registry cases and maintain land registers, decide in dispu
concerning rent, leasing and residential issues, on corrections to published information and compensation for the damage caused by such informat

protection from illegal actions, in labour disputes, on the recognition and enforcement of rulings of foreign courts, carry out tasks related to internati

assistance in proceedings under their jurisdiction, engage in international judicial cooperation with the EU Member States in matters under their jur
and offer legal assistance.
Općinski sud u Gospiću
Trg Alojzije Stepinca 3
City / Municipality : Gospić
Postal code : 53000
+385 53 558-882
+385 53 572-424
opcinski.sud@osgs.pravosudje.hr
http://sudovi.pravosudje.hr/OSGS/

Comments :
Municipal courts decide in criminal and civil proceedings (within the limits of their subject-matter jurisdiction as determined by law), handle cases co

enforcement, succession, maintenance, existence or non-existence of marriage, termination of marriage and divorce, and proving or challenging pa
maternity, conduct easement proceedings, decide in trespassing disputes, deal with land registry cases and maintain land registers, decide in dispu

concerning rent, leasing and residential issues, on corrections to published information and compensation for the damage caused by such informat
protection from illegal actions, in labour disputes, on the recognition and enforcement of rulings of foreign courts, carry out tasks related to internati

assistance in proceedings under their jurisdiction, engage in international judicial cooperation with the EU Member States in matters under their jur
and offer legal assistance.
Općinski sud u Karlovcu
Trg hrvatskih branitelja 1
City / Municipality : Karlovac
Postal code : 47000
+385 47 606-236
+385 47 415-310

ured.predsjednika@oska.pravosudje.hr
http://sudovi.pravosudje.hr/oska/
Comments :
Municipal courts decide in criminal and civil proceedings (within the limits of their subject-matter jurisdiction as determined by law), handle cases co
enforcement, succession, maintenance, existence or non-existence of marriage, termination of marriage and divorce, and proving or challenging pa
maternity, conduct easement proceedings, decide in trespassing disputes, deal with land registry cases and maintain land registers, decide in dispu
concerning rent, leasing and residential issues, on corrections to published information and compensation for the damage caused by such informat
protection from illegal actions, in labour disputes, on the recognition and enforcement of rulings of foreign courts, carry out tasks related to internati
assistance in proceedings under their jurisdiction, engage in international judicial cooperation with the EU Member States in matters under their jur
and offer legal assistance.
Općinski sud u Koprivnici
Hrvatske državnosti 5
City / Municipality : Koprivnica
Postal code : 48000
+385 48 240-360
+385 48 622-006
ured.predsjednika@oskc.pravosudje.hr
http://sudovi.pravosudje.hr/oskp/
Comments :
Municipal courts decide in criminal and civil proceedings (within the limits of their subject-matter jurisdiction as determined by law), handle cases co
enforcement, succession, maintenance, existence or non-existence of marriage, termination of marriage and divorce, and proving or challenging pa
maternity, conduct easement proceedings, decide in trespassing disputes, deal with land registry cases and maintain land registers, decide in dispu
concerning rent, leasing and residential issues, on corrections to published information and compensation for the damage caused by such informat
protection from illegal actions, in labour disputes, on the recognition and enforcement of rulings of foreign courts, carry out tasks related to internati
assistance in proceedings under their jurisdiction, engage in international judicial cooperation with the EU Member States in matters under their jur
and offer legal assistance.
Općinski sud u Kutini
Hrvatskih branitelja 1
City / Municipality : Kutina
Postal code : 44320
+385 44 691-200
+385 44 680-996
ured.predsjednika@osku.pravosudje.hr

http://sudovi.pravosudje.hr/OSKT/
Comments :
Municipal courts decide in criminal and civil proceedings (within the limits of their subject-matter jurisdiction as determined by law), handle cases co
enforcement, succession, maintenance, existence or non-existence of marriage, termination of marriage and divorce, and proving or challenging pa
maternity, conduct easement proceedings, decide in trespassing disputes, deal with land registry cases and maintain land registers, decide in dispu
concerning rent, leasing and residential issues, on corrections to published information and compensation for the damage caused by such informat
protection from illegal actions, in labour disputes, on the recognition and enforcement of rulings of foreign courts, carry out tasks related to internati
assistance in proceedings under their jurisdiction, engage in international judicial cooperation with the EU Member States in matters under their jur
and offer legal assistance.
Općinski sud u Makarskoj

Kralja Petra Krešimira IV br. 2
City / Municipality : Makarska
Postal code : 21300
+385 21 695-340
+385 21 695-358
ured.predsjednika@osma.pravosudje.hr
http://sudovi.pravosudje.hr/osmk/

Comments :
Municipal courts decide in criminal and civil proceedings (within the limits of their subject-matter jurisdiction as determined by law), handle cases co

enforcement, succession, maintenance, existence or non-existence of marriage, termination of marriage and divorce, and proving or challenging pa
maternity, conduct easement proceedings, decide in trespassing disputes, deal with land registry cases and maintain land registers, decide in dispu

concerning rent, leasing and residential issues, on corrections to published information and compensation for the damage caused by such informat
protection from illegal actions, in labour disputes, on the recognition and enforcement of rulings of foreign courts, carry out tasks related to internati

assistance in proceedings under their jurisdiction, engage in international judicial cooperation with the EU Member States in matters under their jur
and offer legal assistance.
Općinski sud u Metkoviću
Andrije Hebranga 9
City / Municipality : Metković
Postal code : 20350
+385 20 642-657
+385 20 642 663
ured.predsjednika@osme.pravosudje.hr
http://sudovi.pravosudje.hr/osmet/

Comments :
Municipal courts decide in criminal and civil proceedings (within the limits of their subject-matter jurisdiction as determined by law), handle cases co

enforcement, succession, maintenance, existence or non-existence of marriage, termination of marriage and divorce, and proving or challenging pa
maternity, conduct easement proceedings, decide in trespassing disputes, deal with land registry cases and maintain land registers, decide in dispu
concerning rent, leasing and residential issues, on corrections to published information and compensation for the damage caused by such informat
protection from illegal actions, in labour disputes, on the recognition and enforcement of rulings of foreign courts, carry out tasks related to internati
assistance in proceedings under their jurisdiction, engage in international judicial cooperation with the EU Member States in matters under their jur
and offer legal assistance.
Općinski sud u Novom Zagrebu
Turinina 3
City / Municipality : Zagreb
Postal code : 10010
+385 1 2356 860
+385 1 2356 882
ured.predsjednika@osnzg.pravosudje.hr
http://sudovi.pravosudje.hr/OSNZG/
Comments :
Municipal courts decide in criminal and civil proceedings (within the limits of their subject-matter jurisdiction as determined by law), handle cases co
enforcement, succession, maintenance, existence or non-existence of marriage, termination of marriage and divorce, and proving or challenging pa
maternity, conduct easement proceedings, decide in trespassing disputes, deal with land registry cases and maintain land registers, decide in dispu
concerning rent, leasing and residential issues, on corrections to published information and compensation for the damage caused by such informat
protection from illegal actions, in labour disputes, on the recognition and enforcement of rulings of foreign courts, carry out tasks related to internati
assistance in proceedings under their jurisdiction, engage in international judicial cooperation with the EU Member States in matters under their jur
and offer legal assistance.
Općinski sud u Osijeku
Europska avenija 7
City / Municipality : Osijek
Postal code : 31000
+385 31 228-411
+385 31 202-419
ured.predsjednika@osos.pravosudje.hr
http://sudovi.pravosudje.hr/osos/
Comments :

Municipal courts decide in criminal and civil proceedings (within the limits of their subject-matter jurisdiction as determined by law), handle cases co
enforcement, succession, maintenance, existence or non-existence of marriage, termination of marriage and divorce, and proving or challenging pa

maternity, conduct easement proceedings, decide in trespassing disputes, deal with land registry cases and maintain land registers, decide in dispu
concerning rent, leasing and residential issues, on corrections to published information and compensation for the damage caused by such informat
protection from illegal actions, in labour disputes, on the recognition and enforcement of rulings of foreign courts, carry out tasks related to internati
assistance in proceedings under their jurisdiction, engage in international judicial cooperation with the EU Member States in matters under their jur
and offer legal assistance.
Općinski sud u Pazinu
Franjevačke stube 2
City / Municipality : Pazin
Postal code : 52000
+385 52 619-100

+385 52 619-107
ured.predsjednika@ospa.pravosudje.hr
http://sudovi.pravosudje.hr/OSPZ/

Comments :
Municipal courts decide in criminal and civil proceedings (within the limits of their subject-matter jurisdiction as determined by law), handle cases co

enforcement, succession, maintenance, existence or non-existence of marriage, termination of marriage and divorce, and proving or challenging pa
maternity, conduct easement proceedings, decide in trespassing disputes, deal with land registry cases and maintain land registers, decide in dispu

concerning rent, leasing and residential issues, on corrections to published information and compensation for the damage caused by such informat
protection from illegal actions, in labour disputes, on the recognition and enforcement of rulings of foreign courts, carry out tasks related to internati

assistance in proceedings under their jurisdiction, engage in international judicial cooperation with the EU Member States in matters under their jur
and offer legal assistance.
Općinski sud u Požegi
Svetog Florijana 2
City / Municipality : Požega
Postal code : 34000
+385 34 290-500
+385 34 290-516
ured.predsjednika@ospz.pravosudje.hr
http://sudovi.pravosudje.hr/ospoz/

Comments :
Municipal courts decide in criminal and civil proceedings (within the limits of their subject-matter jurisdiction as determined by law), handle cases co

enforcement, succession, maintenance, existence or non-existence of marriage, termination of marriage and divorce, and proving or challenging pa
maternity, conduct easement proceedings, decide in trespassing disputes, deal with land registry cases and maintain land registers, decide in dispu

concerning rent, leasing and residential issues, on corrections to published information and compensation for the damage caused by such informat
protection from illegal actions, in labour disputes, on the recognition and enforcement of rulings of foreign courts, carry out tasks related to internati

assistance in proceedings under their jurisdiction, engage in international judicial cooperation with the EU Member States in matters under their jur
and offer legal assistance.
Općinski sud u Puli-Pola
Kranjčevićeva 8
City / Municipality : Pula-Pola
Postal code : 52100
+385 52 377-606
+385 52 210-237
predsjednistvo@ospu.pravosudje.hr
http://sudovi.pravosudje.hr/ospu/
Comments :
Municipal courts decide in criminal and civil proceedings (within the limits of their subject-matter jurisdiction as determined by law), handle cases co
enforcement, succession, maintenance, existence or non-existence of marriage, termination of marriage and divorce, and proving or challenging pa
maternity, conduct easement proceedings, decide in trespassing disputes, deal with land registry cases and maintain land registers, decide in dispu
concerning rent, leasing and residential issues, on corrections to published information and compensation for the damage caused by such informat
protection from illegal actions, in labour disputes, on the recognition and enforcement of rulings of foreign courts, carry out tasks related to internati
assistance in proceedings under their jurisdiction, engage in international judicial cooperation with the EU Member States in matters under their jur
and offer legal assistance.
Općinski sud u Rijeci
Žrtava fašizma 7
City / Municipality : Rijeka
Postal code : 51000
+385 51 355-617
+385 51 213-110
ured.predsjednika@osri.pravosudje.hr
http://sudovi.pravosudje.hr/osri/
Comments :

Municipal courts decide in criminal and civil proceedings (within the limits of their subject-matter jurisdiction as determined by law), handle cases co
enforcement, succession, maintenance, existence or non-existence of marriage, termination of marriage and divorce, and proving or challenging pa

maternity, conduct easement proceedings, decide in trespassing disputes, deal with land registry cases and maintain land registers, decide in dispu
concerning rent, leasing and residential issues, on corrections to published information and compensation for the damage caused by such informat

protection from illegal actions, in labour disputes, on the recognition and enforcement of rulings of foreign courts, carry out tasks related to internati
assistance in proceedings under their jurisdiction, engage in international judicial cooperation with the EU Member States in matters under their jur
and offer legal assistance.
Općinski sud u Sesvetama
Zagrebačka 22
City / Municipality : Sesvete
Postal code : 10360
+385 1 2040 244
+385 1 2006 977
ured.predsjednika@ossv.pravosudje.hr
http://sudovi.pravosudje.hr/OGSZGSSSE/
Comments :

Municipal courts decide in criminal and civil proceedings (within the limits of their subject-matter jurisdiction as determined by law), handle cases co

enforcement, succession, maintenance, existence or non-existence of marriage, termination of marriage and divorce, and proving or challenging pa
maternity, conduct easement proceedings, decide in trespassing disputes, deal with land registry cases and maintain land registers, decide in dispu

concerning rent, leasing and residential issues, on corrections to published information and compensation for the damage caused by such informat
protection from illegal actions, in labour disputes, on the recognition and enforcement of rulings of foreign courts, carry out tasks related to internati

assistance in proceedings under their jurisdiction, engage in international judicial cooperation with the EU Member States in matters under their jur
and offer legal assistance.
Općinski sud u Sisku
Trg Ljudevita Posavskog 5 p.p.936
City / Municipality : Sisak
Postal code : 44000
+385 44 525-700
+385 44 522-923
ured.predsjednika@ossk.pravosudje.hr
http://sudovi.pravosudje.hr/ossi/

Comments :
Municipal courts decide in criminal and civil proceedings (within the limits of their subject-matter jurisdiction as determined by law), handle cases co

enforcement, succession, maintenance, existence or non-existence of marriage, termination of marriage and divorce, and proving or challenging pa
maternity, conduct easement proceedings, decide in trespassing disputes, deal with land registry cases and maintain land registers, decide in dispu

concerning rent, leasing and residential issues, on corrections to published information and compensation for the damage caused by such informat
protection from illegal actions, in labour disputes, on the recognition and enforcement of rulings of foreign courts, carry out tasks related to internati

assistance in proceedings under their jurisdiction, engage in international judicial cooperation with the EU Member States in matters under their jur
and offer legal assistance.
Općinski sud u Slavonskom Brodu
Trg pobjede 13

City / Municipality : Slavonski Brod
Postal code : 35000
+385 35 217-400
+385 35 410-296
ured.predsjednika@ossb.pravosudje.hr
http://sudovi.pravosudje.hr/OSSB/
Comments :
Municipal courts decide in criminal and civil proceedings (within the limits of their subject-matter jurisdiction as determined by law), handle cases co
enforcement, succession, maintenance, existence or non-existence of marriage, termination of marriage and divorce, and proving or challenging pa
maternity, conduct easement proceedings, decide in trespassing disputes, deal with land registry cases and maintain land registers, decide in dispu
concerning rent, leasing and residential issues, on corrections to published information and compensation for the damage caused by such informat
protection from illegal actions, in labour disputes, on the recognition and enforcement of rulings of foreign courts, carry out tasks related to internati
assistance in proceedings under their jurisdiction, engage in international judicial cooperation with the EU Member States in matters under their jur
and offer legal assistance.
Općinski sud u Splitu
Ex vojarna Sv. Križ, Dračevac
City / Municipality : Split
Postal code : 21000
+385 21 755-710
+385 21 755-762
opcinskisud.Split@pravosudje.hr
http://sudovi.pravosudje.hr/osst/
Comments :
Municipal courts decide in criminal and civil proceedings (within the limits of their subject-matter jurisdiction as determined by law), handle cases co
enforcement, succession, maintenance, existence or non-existence of marriage, termination of marriage and divorce, and proving or challenging pa

maternity, conduct easement proceedings, decide in trespassing disputes, deal with land registry cases and maintain land registers, decide in dispu
concerning rent, leasing and residential issues, on corrections to published information and compensation for the damage caused by such informat

protection from illegal actions, in labour disputes, on the recognition and enforcement of rulings of foreign courts, carry out tasks related to internati
assistance in proceedings under their jurisdiction, engage in international judicial cooperation with the EU Member States in matters under their jur
and offer legal assistance.
Općinski sud u Varaždinu
Braće Radića 2
City / Municipality : Varaždin

Postal code : 42000
+385 42 401-831
+385 42 312-563
ured.predsjednika@osvz.pravosudje.hr
http://sudovi.pravosudje.hr/osvz/
Comments :
Municipal courts decide in criminal and civil proceedings (within the limits of their subject-matter jurisdiction as determined by law), handle cases co
enforcement, succession, maintenance, existence or non-existence of marriage, termination of marriage and divorce, and proving or challenging pa
maternity, conduct easement proceedings, decide in trespassing disputes, deal with land registry cases and maintain land registers, decide in dispu
concerning rent, leasing and residential issues, on corrections to published information and compensation for the damage caused by such informat

protection from illegal actions, in labour disputes, on the recognition and enforcement of rulings of foreign courts, carry out tasks related to internati

assistance in proceedings under their jurisdiction, engage in international judicial cooperation with the EU Member States in matters under their jur
and offer legal assistance.
Općinski sud u Velikoj Gorici
Trga Kralja Tomislava 36
City / Municipality : Velika Gorica
Postal code : 10410
+385 1 626 95 00
+385 1 626 00 47
osvg@osvg.pravosudje.hr
http://sudovi.pravosudje.hr/osvg/

Comments :
Municipal courts decide in criminal and civil proceedings (within the limits of their subject-matter jurisdiction as determined by law), handle cases co

enforcement, succession, maintenance, existence or non-existence of marriage, termination of marriage and divorce, and proving or challenging pa
maternity, conduct easement proceedings, decide in trespassing disputes, deal with land registry cases and maintain land registers, decide in dispu

concerning rent, leasing and residential issues, on corrections to published information and compensation for the damage caused by such informat
protection from illegal actions, in labour disputes, on the recognition and enforcement of rulings of foreign courts, carry out tasks related to internati

assistance in proceedings under their jurisdiction, engage in international judicial cooperation with the EU Member States in matters under their jur
and offer legal assistance.
Općinski sud u Vinkovcima
Trg bana Josipa Šokčevića 17
City / Municipality : Vinkovci
Postal code : 32100

Comments :
Municipal courts decide in criminal and civil proceedings (within the limits of their subject-matter jurisdiction as determined by law), handle cases co

enforcement, succession, maintenance, existence or non-existence of marriage, termination of marriage and divorce, and proving or challenging pa
maternity, conduct easement proceedings, decide in trespassing disputes, deal with land registry cases and maintain land registers, decide in dispu
concerning rent, leasing and residential issues, on corrections to published information and compensation for the damage caused by such informat
protection from illegal actions, in labour disputes, on the recognition and enforcement of rulings of foreign courts, carry out tasks related to internati
assistance in proceedings under their jurisdiction, engage in international judicial cooperation with the EU Member States in matters under their jur
and offer legal assistance.
Općinski sud u Virovitici
Tomaša Masaryka 8
City / Municipality : Virovitica
Postal code : 33000
+385 33 840-900
+385 33 840-930
ured.predsjednika@osvr.pravosudje.hr
http://sudovi.pravosudje.hr/osvt/
Comments :
Municipal courts decide in criminal and civil proceedings (within the limits of their subject-matter jurisdiction as determined by law), handle cases co
enforcement, succession, maintenance, existence or non-existence of marriage, termination of marriage and divorce, and proving or challenging pa
maternity, conduct easement proceedings, decide in trespassing disputes, deal with land registry cases and maintain land registers, decide in dispu
concerning rent, leasing and residential issues, on corrections to published information and compensation for the damage caused by such informat
protection from illegal actions, in labour disputes, on the recognition and enforcement of rulings of foreign courts, carry out tasks related to internati
assistance in proceedings under their jurisdiction, engage in international judicial cooperation with the EU Member States in matters under their jur
and offer legal assistance.
Općinski sud u Vukovaru
Županijska 31
City / Municipality : Vukovar
Postal code : 32000
+385 32 451-602
+385 32 451-645
ured.predsjednika@osvu.pravosudje.hr
http://sudovi.pravosudje.hr/osvu/
Comments :

Municipal courts decide in criminal and civil proceedings (within the limits of their subject-matter jurisdiction as determined by law), handle cases co
enforcement, succession, maintenance, existence or non-existence of marriage, termination of marriage and divorce, and proving or challenging pa

maternity, conduct easement proceedings, decide in trespassing disputes, deal with land registry cases and maintain land registers, decide in dispu
concerning rent, leasing and residential issues, on corrections to published information and compensation for the damage caused by such informat
protection from illegal actions, in labour disputes, on the recognition and enforcement of rulings of foreign courts, carry out tasks related to internati
assistance in proceedings under their jurisdiction, engage in international judicial cooperation with the EU Member States in matters under their jur
and offer legal assistance.
Općinski sud u Zadru
Ulica plemića Borelli 9
City / Municipality : Zadar
Postal code : 23000
+385 23 309-942

+385 23 213-196
ured.predsjednika@oszd.pravosudje.hr
http://sudovi.pravosudje.hr/oszd/

Comments :
Municipal courts decide in criminal and civil proceedings (within the limits of their subject-matter jurisdiction as determined by law), handle cases co

enforcement, succession, maintenance, existence or non-existence of marriage, termination of marriage and divorce, and proving or challenging pa
maternity, conduct easement proceedings, decide in trespassing disputes, deal with land registry cases and maintain land registers, decide in dispu

concerning rent, leasing and residential issues, on corrections to published information and compensation for the damage caused by such informat
protection from illegal actions, in labour disputes, on the recognition and enforcement of rulings of foreign courts, carry out tasks related to internati

assistance in proceedings under their jurisdiction, engage in international judicial cooperation with the EU Member States in matters under their jur
and offer legal assistance.
Općinski sud u Zlataru
Trg slobode 14a
City / Municipality : Zlatar
Postal code : 49250
+385 49 426-857
+385 49 466-827
ured.predsjednika@oszl.pravosudje.hr
http://sudovi.pravosudje.hr/oszl/

Comments :
Municipal courts decide in criminal and civil proceedings (within the limits of their subject-matter jurisdiction as determined by law), handle cases co

enforcement, succession, maintenance, existence or non-existence of marriage, termination of marriage and divorce, and proving or challenging pa
maternity, conduct easement proceedings, decide in trespassing disputes, deal with land registry cases and maintain land registers, decide in dispu

concerning rent, leasing and residential issues, on corrections to published information and compensation for the damage caused by such informat
protection from illegal actions, in labour disputes, on the recognition and enforcement of rulings of foreign courts, carry out tasks related to internati

assistance in proceedings under their jurisdiction, engage in international judicial cooperation with the EU Member States in matters under their jur
and offer legal assistance.
Općinski sud u Čakovcu
Ruđera Boškovića 18
City / Municipality : Čakovec
Postal code : 40000
+385 40 379-613
+385 40 379-686
ured.predsjednika@osck.pravosudje.hr
http://sudovi.pravosudje.hr/OSCK/
Comments :
Municipal courts decide in criminal and civil proceedings (within the limits of their subject-matter jurisdiction as determined by law), handle cases co
enforcement, succession, maintenance, existence or non-existence of marriage, termination of marriage and divorce, and proving or challenging pa
maternity, conduct easement proceedings, decide in trespassing disputes, deal with land registry cases and maintain land registers, decide in dispu
concerning rent, leasing and residential issues, on corrections to published information and compensation for the damage caused by such informat
protection from illegal actions, in labour disputes, on the recognition and enforcement of rulings of foreign courts, carry out tasks related to internati
assistance in proceedings under their jurisdiction, engage in international judicial cooperation with the EU Member States in matters under their jur
and offer legal assistance.
Općinski sud u Đakovu
Trg dr. Franje Tuđmana 2
City / Municipality : Đakovo
Postal code : 31400
+385 31 840-120
+385 31 840-125
ured.predsjednika@osdk.pravosudje.hr

Comments :
Municipal courts decide in criminal and civil proceedings (within the limits of their subject-matter jurisdiction as determined by law), handle cases co

enforcement, succession, maintenance, existence or non-existence of marriage, termination of marriage and divorce, and proving or challenging pa
maternity, conduct easement proceedings, decide in trespassing disputes, deal with land registry cases and maintain land registers, decide in dispu

concerning rent, leasing and residential issues, on corrections to published information and compensation for the damage caused by such informat
protection from illegal actions, in labour disputes, on the recognition and enforcement of rulings of foreign courts, carry out tasks related to internati

assistance in proceedings under their jurisdiction, engage in international judicial cooperation with the EU Member States in matters under their jur
and offer legal assistance.
Općinski sud u Šibeniku
Stjepana Radića 81
City / Municipality : Šibenik
Postal code : 22000
+385 22 209-101
+385 22 212-894
ured.predsjednika@ossi.pravosudje.hr
http://sudovi.pravosudje.hr/ossib/
Comments :

Municipal courts decide in criminal and civil proceedings (within the limits of their subject-matter jurisdiction as determined by law), handle cases co

enforcement, succession, maintenance, existence or non-existence of marriage, termination of marriage and divorce, and proving or challenging pa
maternity, conduct easement proceedings, decide in trespassing disputes, deal with land registry cases and maintain land registers, decide in dispu

concerning rent, leasing and residential issues, on corrections to published information and compensation for the damage caused by such informat
protection from illegal actions, in labour disputes, on the recognition and enforcement of rulings of foreign courts, carry out tasks related to internati

assistance in proceedings under their jurisdiction, engage in international judicial cooperation with the EU Member States in matters under their jur
and offer legal assistance.

